## Capstone Artifact Graphic Organizer

Check the standards covered by previous Artifact(s):

Reading: ___ Vocabulary: ___ Writing: ___ Multiple Literacies: ___ Speaking & Listening: ___

Check the standards you wish to cover with this Artifact:

Reading: ___ Vocabulary: ___ Writing: ___ Multiple Literacies: ___ Speaking & Listening: ___

| Artifacts | 2-3 standards are selected that clearly align to each artifact. All district standards are included in the reflections. Reflections are detailed, thoughtful, and well written. | 2-3 standards are selected for each artifact. All district standards are included in the reflections. Reflections make connection between artifact and standards | 2-3 standards are selected for each artifact. | Some sections are incomplete and/or do not demonstrate reflective practice. |

### Artifact Chosen

### Standard 1

#### Reflect Upon the Standard 1 (1 – 2 paragraphs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expectations of Chosen Artifact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Reason and How Standard Was Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Reason and How Standard Was Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Reason and How Standard Was Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I proved…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can continue to improve by…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard 2

Reflect Upon the Standard 2 (1 – 2 paragraphs)

Expectations of Chosen Artifact

1st Reason and How Standard Was Met

2nd Reason and How Standard Was Met

3rd Reason and How Standard Was Met

Overall, I proved…

I can continue to improve by…

Standard 3 (optional)

Reflect Upon the Standard 3 (1 – 2 paragraphs)

Expectations of Chosen Artifact

1st Reason and How Standard Was Met

2nd Reason and How Standard Was Met

3rd Reason and How Standard Was Met

Overall, I proved…

I can continue to improve by…